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Abstract: Takayasu arteritis (TA) is a large vessel arteritis that predominantly affects the aorta and its major branches. Its association 
with tuberculosis (TB) has been described in the literature. This association poses a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge, especially in 
TB-endemic areas. We report a case of a young Ethiopian female patient who was diagnosed with TA associated with TB. We discuss 
the diagnostic and therapeutic challenges of this association. 
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Introduction
Takayasu arteritis (TA) is a large vessel arteritis of unknown etiology. The aorta and its major branches are the primary 
affected vessels. It mainly affects young females with a peak age of onset between 20 and 30 years.1–3 Although it has 
a worldwide distribution, it is much more common in the Asian population, with the highest prevalence in Japan.3 The 
early systemic phase of TA is characterized by nonspecific symptoms, which include fever, weight loss, and fatigue, and 
in the late occlusive phase, inflammatory and obliterative changes of the great vessels happen, leading to absent 
peripheral pulses, limb claudication, hypertension with blood pressure discrepancies between extremities and angina.4

Tuberculosis (TB) is a treatable disease caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis and is transmitted via inhalation of 
droplets.5 According to the World Health Organization (WHO), more than 1.7 billion people are estimated to be infected 
with TB; most have latent infection, which can be reactivated with immunosuppression.5 Even though TB primarily 
affects the lungs, it can affect any organ system in the body.

TB is one of the challenging differential diagnoses in patients with TA, especially in TB-endemic areas. This is due to 
the fact that early-phase TA and TB tend to share similar constitutional and other clinical manifestations. A recent study 
also suggested that more patients with a history of TB were in the active stage of TA further suggesting that TB infection 
may have an impact on the course and efficacy of TA treatment.6 Furthermore, TA and tuberculous arteritis exhibit 
similar pathologic and radiologic characteristics, where granulomas and caseous necrosis are hallmarks of both,7 and 
likewise, imaging techniques are not reliable tools for differentiation.

Clinical management decisions are challenging in circumstances of uncertainty because erroneous immunosuppres-
sive drug administration may negatively impact the course of tuberculosis,8 while a recent literature review suggested 
that patients with TA had no greater risk of developing TB than individuals with other rheumatic diseases when they are 
exposed to TNF inhibitors9 indicating a management challenge commonly faced in these areas.

Here, we report a 14-year-old female patient diagnosed with Takayasu arteritis associated with tuberculosis.
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Case Presentation
A 14-year-old female presented with worsening easy fatigability and shortness of breath at rest of 01-week duration. She also 
noted progressive exertional dyspnea 08 months prior to presentation associated with orthopnea of 2 pillows and bilateral 
lower leg swelling.

Furthermore, she reported difficulty in combing her hair and intermittent claudication of her arms while doing daily 
activities for the last 01 year. In the same period, she has been experiencing cough productive of whitish sputum, drenching 
night sweats, and a significant unquantified amount of weight loss.

Otherwise, she had no history of visual disturbances, headaches, or body or facial weaknesses. There was no chest pain, 
nausea, vomiting, or medication use. She also denies of any rash, photosensitivity ulcers, history of hypertension, previous 
Tuberculosis treatment history, self or family history of similar illness.

Physical Examination
On general examination, she was chronically sick-looking. There was a solitary, non-tender, firm lymph node in the left 
axillary fossa measuring 2×3 centimeters. The carotid, brachial, and radial pulses were symmetrically palpated with full 
volume without bruit. The popliteal, tibialis posterior and dorsal pedis pulses were absent on palpation bilaterally. 
Average blood pressure recordings in the right brachial/left brachial/right popliteal and left popliteal were 100/75, 105/ 
68, 130/70 and 132/73, respectively. Cardiac examination demonstrated an active precordium, a point of maximal 
impulse displaced to the sixth intercostal space, and a systolic murmur at the left sternal border. Abdominal examination 
revealed no abnormal findings.

Laboratory Tests
Laboratory findings showed normal white blood cells with predominant lymphocytosis, increased erythrocyte sedimenta-
tion rate (100mm), C-reactive protein (14mg/dl), and anemia. Liver and renal function tests were within the normal 
ranges, while HIV and Hepatitis C antibody tests were negative.

Imaging Tests
Chest CT showed a small calcific nodule in the left lower lobe, which suggests a calcific granuloma of a latent 
tuberculosis. Echocardiography showed a dilated cardiomyopathy with biventricular systolic dysfunction (LV ejection 
fraction ~15–20%) with mild pulmonary hypertension and moderate secondary mitral regurgitation. Renal Doppler 
ultrasound demonstrated an echogenic filling defect in the suprarenal abdominal aorta segment with marked luminal 
expansion and >70% luminal occlusion.

Computed angiography of the thoracic and abdominal aorta (Figures 1 and 2) showed diffuse and irregular narrowing 
of the distal descending thoracic and proximal abdominal aorta with partially thrombosed aneurysm of the proximal 
abdominal aorta caudal to the superior mesenteric artery. Also, there was a severe stenosis of the left renal artery, and the 
findings suggest Takayasu arteritis.

Histopathology
Fine needle aspiration of the enlarged lymph node showed mainly caseous necrosis and vague granuloma in a reactive 
lymphoid background. The specimen was stained with Ziehl-Neelsen, and acid-fast bacteria was detected confirming 
tuberculos lymphadenitis. Soon after, active (ITAS score 8 points) Numano subtype 3 Takayasu arteritis associated with 
Tuberculosis lymphadenitis was diagnosed. Prednisolone 35 mg PO daily (1mg/kg/day) was used as an induction therapy 
without the use of other immunosuppressants (azathioprine or anti-TNF therapies). Concomitantly, anti-tuberculous 
drugs (Isoniazid, Rifampicin, Pyrazinamide, and Ethambutol) were initiated per local protocol. She was also treated with 
guideline-directed medical therapy for HFrEF (Heart failure with reduced ejection fraction). With these management, she 
significantly improved her constitutional and heart failure symptoms. After one month, she was seen at our 
Rheumatology clinic for follow-up and had an inactive TA (ITAS score 1) with improvements in constitutional symptoms 
and a 3 kg weight gain.
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Discussion
TA is an uncommon large vessel granulomatous vasculitis.1 Through time, it brings about changes and narrowing of the 
vascular wall. Early TA mimics TB, and patients present with nonspecific symptoms. TB is a significant public health 
concern in Ethiopia, with an incidence of 119 per 100,000 population in 2021, making Ethiopia among the top 30 
countries with high TB burden countries in the world.6

A study done on 1105 Chinese patients with TA showed that 9.9% had TB infection, the majority (48.6%) were 
diagnosed with TB before having symptoms of TA, and 21.1% had TA and TB concurrently.10 Our patient was diagnosed 
with both TA and TB at the same time.

Most patients having TA and TB concurrently have fever, dyspnea, and blood pressure discrepancies, as was the case 
in our patient. However, initial occlusive symptoms are uncommon,11,12 unlike our patient, who reported symptoms of 
upper limb claudication. Acute phase reactants were much higher in patients with both TA and TB at presentation than 
those with isolated TA,10–12 which was also the case in our patient with an Erythrocyte sedimentation rate of 100mm/hr.

A study of 80 patients with TA concluded that patients with concurrent TA and TB tend to be older, have longer 
disease duration, and do not have occlusive symptoms with TA being diagnosed incidentally,13 which was not the case in 
our patient who is young, had occlusive symptoms and relatively shorter disease duration.

Figure 1 Sagittal (A) and 3D volume rendered (B) chest and abdominal CT angiography showing diffuse and irregular abdominal aortic wall thickening and luminal 
narrowing.

Figure 2 Axial sections of abdominal CT angiography (C–E) showing severe left renal artery narrowing (arrow in C) compared to the right renal artery (double arrow in 
D). There is also a thrombosed aneurysm of the abdominal aorta (star in E). Moderate free peritoneal space collection is also visible.
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Lungs are the commonly involved sites of TB infection in TA,6 and TB is diagnosed with Mantoux or Quantiferon tb 
gold tests in such patients. A case series of 18 TA patients showed that 57.9% had TB lymphadenitis, with biopsy 
showing caseating granuloma.14

Since the discovery of Langhans giant cells in the arterial samples from TA patients, which shared morphological 
similarities with TB granulomas, by Shimizu and Sano in 1948, there has long been a suggestion of an association 
between latent or active TB and TA.15 In the aftermath, there have been multiple case reports of active TB in patients 
with TA where majority had pulmonary involvement with variable extrapulmonary involvement of TB.16

Proposed evidences of linkage between TA and TB includes the consistent demonstration of humoral and cellular 
immune responses against cell stress proteins like the mycobacterial heat shock protein (HSP) in TA patients,17 larger 
frequency of delayed hypersensitivity to tuberculin in TA patients compared to their counterparts without TA18 and the 
detection of mycobacterial genetic sequences like IS1610 and HupB in 70% of aortic tissue specimens from autopsies of 
patients with TA.19

However, recent studies begun challenging physiopathogenic relationship between TA and TB, arguing that the 
relationship is merely epiphenomenal. It has been discussed that routine BCG vaccination early in life could explain the 
delayed hypersensitivity to tuberculin seen in TA patients while research employing molecular methods and even directly 
demonstrating M. tuberculosis in the aortic tissues of TA patients indicate to a lack of pathogenic association between 
both entities.20,21

While tumor necrosis factor (TNF) inhibition and disruption of formed granulomas with subsequent release of viable 
mycobacteria partly explain the increased risk of TB in TA patients, a review that encompassed 214 patients reported 
only 2 cases of active TB that were treated with infliximab.9,22,23

This finding, along with similar results seen in patients with other rheumatic diseases exposed to TNF inhibitors 
further affirms the absence of TB reactivation with TNF inhibitors as possibly being the proof-of-concept to confirm that 
the association between TA and TB as being a pure epiphenomenal matter and not a causal one.9,24

Nonetheless, a novel pathogenic model predicated on the loss of self-tolerance to stress-induced cell molecules and an 
inflammatory response perpetuated by the innate immune system have been proposed to unify laboratory evidence with 
epidemiological and clinical information, while providing rationality for a judicious use of TNF inhibitors in TA.9

Our patient did not have lung involvement, but fine needle aspiration cytology from the cervical Lymph node showed 
caseous necrosis and granuloma. Favorable outcomes are seen when patients with concurrent TA and TB are treated with 
Anti TB first, followed by immunosuppressive. [17] Our patient was started on Anti TB and prednisolone simultaneously, 
and she had significant improvement.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this case illustrates the difficulty in differentiating between coincidental diagnosis of TB and TA versus 
causal relationship. Furthermore, concomitant diagnoses of TA and tuberculosis have both diagnostic and therapeutic 
implications. Although our patient did not experience worsening of tuberculosis symptoms with high dose glucocorti-
coid therapy, there exists a risk of reactivation of latent TB and worsening of active TB cases with the use of such 
therapies. Hence, treating physicians should be weary of underlying/associated tuberculosis while caring for TA 
patients with constitutional symptoms and increased levels of markers of inflammation, especially in tuberculosis- 
endemic areas.

Limitation of the Paper
Our paper lacks to conclusively discern between causal or causal link of Tuberculosis and Takayasu arteritis in this 
patient.

Data Sharing Statement
The laboratory investigations, patient physical findings, and imaging results used to support the findings of this study are 
included in the article.
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Ethical approval and consent to participate
The authors’ institution does not require ethical approval for the publication of a single case report.

Consent for Publication
Written informed consent was obtained from the patient’s parent for publication of this case report and any accompanying 
diagnostic images.

Disclosure
The authors report no conflicts of interest in this work.
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